EMERGING RISKS FACING AGRIBUSINESS

1. AGTECH
   Drones, precision farming and robotic equipment enhance the productivity of traditional farming processes, but also create new types of risk.

2. FOOD SAFETY
   Foodborne illnesses quickly garner negative publicity and can damage reputations along the entire supply chain.

3. CHEMICAL DRIFT
   Wind drift or runoff exposes crops to potentially damaging substances like pesticides, herbicides and other chemicals.

4. WEATHER EXPOSURES
   Increasing frequency and severity of extreme weather patterns present a constant threat.

5. CROP STORAGE
   Crops with high moisture content can overheat and spontaneously combust in storage.

6. AGRITAINMENT
   Tourism, recreation, hayrides, pick-your-own and event hosting create new types of liability risks for farms, ranches and vineyards.